
 

Sentences Meaning Form Conventions Style 

A    5 Language is very clear and precise.  
Sentences are interesting and make sense. 
The definition of each word is revealed or 
explained in the sentence in a creative or 
unique manner.  

Sentences includes both 
list words 
Title and date provided 
Key Words are found 
above  sentences 
Key Words are 
underlined. 

No significant errors in 
spelling, grammar or 
punctuation  
Highly Readable 

Interesting sentences with 
bold  descriptive word 
choices 

B    4 Language is clear and quite precise. 
Sentences are somewhat interesting and make 
sense. 
The definition of each word is revealed or 
explained in the sentence in a relatively unique 
manner. 

 Missing a title and date 
or  
a ruler has not been 
used to underline key 
words 
 

Some small errors in spelling, 
grammar and punctuation 
Readable 

Interesting sentences with 
very good descriptive word 
choices 

C+  3.5 Good word choices and use of language.  
Some language may be imprecise (better word 
available) 
Sentences are clear and understandable. 
The definition of each word is revealed or 
explained in the sentence. 

Variation of errors equal 
to 1.5 to 1.75 marks 
*Half mark off for missing 
date or title 
*Quarter mark off for each 
missing key word. 

Multiple errors in spelling, 
grammar and punctuation, yet 
sentence is still 
understandable 
Readable 

Interesting sentences with 
good descriptive  word 
choices 

C    3 Satisfactory word choices and use of language. 
Language may be imprecise (Better word 
choices are available) 
Sentences are somewhat clear and 
understandable. 
The definition of each word is revealed or 
explained in the sentence in a creative or 
unique manner. 

Variation of errors equal 
to 2 to 2.75 marks 
*Half mark off for missing 
date or title 
*Quarter mark off for each 
missing key word. 

Many errors in spelling, 
grammar and punctuation yet 
sentence is still 
understandable 
Somewhat messy 

Flat sentences with average 
descriptive word choices 

C-   2.5  Language is neither clear nor precise. 
Simple sentences with few words are present. 
The definition of each word is  not clear 
through the sentence 

  Missing key words 
before sentence or key 
words in sentences are 
not underlined 

Many errors in conventions 
and meaning of sentence is 
somewhat unclear 
Messy 

Flat sentences with below 
average descriptive  word 
choices 

Picture Says Meaning Form Conventions Style 

A    5 Assignment contains images  or speech bubbles 
that very clearly define list words 
Speech bubble are used to support images but 
not replace them 

List word and images / 
speech bubbles are 
provided 
Title and date provided 

No significant errors in 
spelling, grammar or 
punctuation  
Highly Readable 

Interesting crafted images or 
sentences with bold 
descriptive word choices 

B    4 Assignment contains images  or speech bubbles 
that clearly define list words 

Missing 1-2  of the 
above 

Some small errors in spelling, 
grammar and punctuation 
Readable 

Relatively interesting and 
well crafted images / 
sentences 

C+  3.5 Assignment contains images or speech bubbles 
that clearly define most list words 

Missing 3 of the above Several small errors in 
spelling, grammar and 
punctuation, yet sentence is 
still understandable 
Readable 

 Somewhat interesting and 
crafted images or sentences 
with good descriptive words 

C    3 Assignment contains images or speech bubbles 
that satisfactorily define most list words 

Missing 4 of the above Many errors in spelling, 
grammar and punctuation yet 
sentence is still 
understandable 
Somewhat messy 

Average images that have 
been rushed or sentences 
with average word choices 

C-   2.5 Assignment contains images or speech bubbles 
that provide below average definitions for most 
list words 

 Missing 5 of the above Many errors in conventions 
and meaning of sentence is 
somewhat unclear. Messy 

Marginal images that have 
been rushed or sentences 
with marginal descriptive 
word choices 


